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Cup blender AMZCHEF 5003-GA (gray)
The AMZCHEF 5003-GA blender is a versatile appliance that will  make it easy for you to prepare a variety of dishes and drinks. It also
comes with a portable 600 ml blending bottle, so you can prepare instant smoothies for work. It's ideal for those who value a healthy
lifestyle. 
 
High power for efficient blending
With a total power of 1200 watts, the blender will allow you to grind a variety of ingredients - from soft fruits to hard nuts. The speed of
26,000 revolutions per minute ensures fast and even blending, so you'll prepare velvety smooth smoothies, sauces or creams.
 
Advanced blades for perfect results
Six 3D stainless steel  blades create a vortex while blending for better results and ensure that every ingredient is blended thoroughly.
This allows you to achieve the perfect texture of  your foods and drinks and prevents annoying downtime when blending hummus, for
example.
 
Two ways to blend
The AMZCHEF 5003-GA offers  the unique ability  to  blend in  two ways -  both in  a  1.85 L  cup and in  a  portable bottle.  This  makes the
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blender  extremely  functional  and  adaptable  to  a  variety  of  needs  -  from preparing  large  batches  to  conveniently  taking  your  favorite
drinks on the go.
 
Convenient and intuitive operation
The blender  was designed with  ease of  use in  mind.  A  convenient  control  panel  allows you to  quickly  adjust  the  settings  to  suit  your
needs, making it intuitive and fun to use.
 
Included
Blender
Lid
Lid stopper
Stuffer
Portable 600 ml blending bottle
Manufacturer
AMZCHEF
Model
5003-GA
Capacity
1,85 L
Total power
1200 W
Voltage
220-240V ~ 50/60Hz
Speed
26000 rpm

Price:

€ 105.01

Small appliances, Blenders
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